PLEAS SUPPORT THE BW PANDA COMMUNITY FOOD DRIVE TO BENEFIT THE SAN DIEGO FOOD BANK!

Food insecurity remains a challenge for many in our community. Our friends and neighbors are struggling, and our BW Panda families can help! We hope you’ll support the 2nd annual BW Panda Community Food Drive to benefit the San Diego Food Bank.

Please bring donations of non-perishable food items to school and place them in the SDFB Red Barrels. (No glass containers, please.) If possible please select the items most needed by the SDFB on the back of this flyer. Items on this list are the ones the SDFB is in most need of because they are difficult for the food bank to obtain and are the ones most needed by recipients. But, all donations are welcome and appreciated!

Donations will be collected November 8-12 at Benchley-Weinberger

Don't forget to count your child’s donation towards an Act of Kindness (AOK) for the Raise Craze Fundraiser! And, if your child wants to ramp up those AOKs, have them collect extra donations from friends, family, and neighbors!

For more information, please contact Allison Duran at plasmidgrl@yahoo.com or Kate Viegderson at kvigderson@gmail.com.